
A Case for 
Abandonment of 
‘Respect’.
Colin Smith

The principles o/^respect des fonds’ and'respect for original order ’fail to 
accommodate changes of provenance and record structure during the 
active life of records. Such changes, indeed, create conflict between them — 
conflict w hich is conventionally resolved in the w rong w ay. The principles 
thus subvert their own ostensible ends.

P.J. Scott’s ‘series system’ embodies new' principles:

— physical maintenance of final active order at item and series levels.

— recording of all the relations, over time, of agencies, series and items. 
Following these principles involves:

— physical maintenance of lower-level order—the only physical order which 
really matters — w here conventional w isdom and heresy call for its 
sacrifice to a spurious higher-level order (record-grouping).

— rejection of the reconstructionism implicit in both ‘respect des fonds’ 
(record-grouping) and ‘respect for original order’.

— notional, rather than actual, reconstitution of fonds.

1. History of the issue
Archivists have wrestled for many years with the principles of ‘respect 

des fonds', and ‘respect for original order’ — attempting to resolve the 
problems which they gratuitously create.

A radically new approach was adopted by P.J. Scott in his 
‘abandonment’ of the ‘record group concept’ published in the American 
Archivist, October 1966. Describing such an abandonment at the 
Australian Archives, he claimed that the record group was ‘an unduly 
limiting concept ... and ... an unnecessary complication.’1
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This may be the most original and significant paper the American 
Archivist has ever published. It was indeed ‘curious’, as G.L. Fischer 
remarked, that it ‘stimulated very little controversy at the time of its 
appearance.’2

Or, indeed, since. Scott was supported by K.A. Green (1967), and 
opposed by K.A. Polden (1968) and Fischer (1973). These three Australian 
papers remain, however, the only extended responses.3 An item at the foot 
of the ‘Abandonment’ paper - headed ‘Deliver us from evil’ — did not, in 
fact, refer to the heresy above, the only American response being a letter 
from M.H. Fishbein, who found Scott’s proposal ‘rational and persuasive’ 
but thought record groups still had their uses.4 His position was similar to 
that of Michael Roper, who acknowledged Scott as the precursor of some 
reforms at the Public Record Office. Roper’s comments, coming from ‘the 
very citadel of Jenkinson-ism’5, helped provoke the reaction from Fischer, 
who referred to the appearance ‘both in France and England, [of] some 
latent — if equivocal — support for Scott’s views.’6

Meanwhile, in Australia, the ‘series system’ was being widely copied:— 
Lee McGregor described the conversion of the Queensland State 
Archives.7 Then Scott and several co-authors published a paper in five 
parts in which the Australian Archives’‘abandonment’ was explained and 
illustrated.8 Part 4 included an account of how Scott and his colleagues 
‘struggled for more than eleven years to maintain in existence the record 
group concept, before finally seeing no other solution but the “series 
system”.’9

1 doubt that Scott needed those years so much to reach this conclusion as 
to accept a radical break with tradition. For, if Fischer is Australia’s 
Jenkinson, Scott is perhaps our Michel Duchein. He minimises his 
differences with the traditionalists, on the basis that they agree with him 
regarding ends, and the issue is merely one of means to those ends. 
Duchein, however, has denounced Scott’s‘deliberate violation offonds’, as 
simply ‘wrong’, and urges that ‘we ought not to have any leniency for an 
error so serious and so fraught with consequences.’10

I agree that Scott advocates a deliberate violation of fonds in Duchein’s 
terms. However, I consider that Scott is right, and that we ought not to 
have any leniency for the errors of Duchein and others.

Perhaps the least of Duchein’s errors is his failure to understand Scott. 
His comments, made in a paper first published in French in 1977, and 
republished in English in Archivaria in 1983, are based on a definition of 
‘series’ — supposed to be Scott’s — as ‘sequences of documents 
independent of administrative context’.11 Duchein interprets this as 
meaning ‘collections of documents forming a chronological and logical set, 
whatever their origin’, and concludes that Scott would take us back to 
‘classification by topic’. He sees, in what he understands to be Scott’s 
system, ‘the scarcely touched-up face of the old system used before Natalis
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de Wailly’12 of ‘documents ... sorted, or supposedly sorted, by place, date, 
reigns of kings, and so on, in such a way that in many cases even the origin 
of the documents became impossible to establish, everything being 
inextricably mixed and scattered.’13

There are reactionary radicals, such as Frank Boles,14 who deserve such a 
rebuke, but Peter Scott is not one of them. 15 In fact, Duchein’s rebuke 
could rather be turned on himself. For Scott’s commitment to preserving 
the authentic given order of records is genuine, where that of his opponents 

especially Duchein — is equivocal. And Scott’s means of respecting 
provenance work, where record-grouping often involves great disrespect 
for it.

John Milton remarked of post-revolutionary orthodoxy — ‘New 
Presbyter is but Old Priest writ large.’16 Our traditional principles emerged 
from a dispute between the pedantic pioneers of professional archiving and 
some presumptuous pretenders who had already made a mess of things. 
The reaction against the subject-sorters led to a fixation on physical/orccfr, 
in the defence of which the orthodox have actually slipped back into the old 
errors against which they ostensibly protest. Having fallen into a certain 
vertical thought pattern, they can hardly understand — let alone accept — 
the lateral insights of a new Natalis de Wailly.

Nor has it helped, that Natalis de Wailly had no reason to be particularly 
concerned about the implications of administrative change. That problem 
was still largely in the future, but now gravely confuses those who would 
maintain their conventional respectability regarding fonds and original 
order.
2. Facing the reality of administrative change — Scott’s new approach.

Conventional respect des fonds is based on a conception of records 
growing organically — as it were, like the leaves on a tree of administrative 
hierarchy. It recognises that the leaves must be identified in terms of their 
origins on particular branches, boughs and twigs. So long as the tree is 
substantially unchanging over long periods, there is no problem about this.

However, neither of the conventional respects accommodates growth 
and change in the tree — especially a tree which is able to relocate its 
branches and boughs, and to rearrange its foliage, in ways unknown to 
natural trees. It is thus obvious why traditional methods were first seriously 
questioned in the Archives of a government with a habit of repeated drastic 
reorganisation.

Argument over the frequency of significant change, however, is beside 
the point. It was a tactical victory for Scott’s opponents, that he was goaded 
into it.I7It reflected, perhaps, his reluctance to directly challenge 
conventional respectability, that he tried to excuse his departures from 
French and English table-manners by so pleading the rugged dynamism of 
the antipodean frontier. It certainly obscures the fact that his case against
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record-grouping as a fundamental principle requires no such excuse.
Scott recognised ‘that administrative structures and provenance are 

more accurately revealed in finding aids than in any inherently imperfect 
grouping or juxtaposition of series on shelving.’18 He gave up, as it were, 
attempting to reassemble the leaves on a mockup of the tree in one of its 
past states, or in some fictitious compromise state. He decided to represent 
the past states of the tree and its leaves notionally rather than actually — as 
it were, by means of time-lapse photography. The resulting ‘movie film’ is 
his context-control system, the individual frames being inventories of series 
maintained by various agencies.

In the simple case of no change, the movie film, shows a static tree and a 
single deployment of records. That is, the context-control system boils 
down to a record-group inventory. Where there has been change, however, 
there are several inventories, and a multi-provenant series is listed in more 
than one — in each case, with the same unique registration number. It is 
also possible to record truncated and extinct series whose contents were 
reorganised into more recent series, and to include series which always were 
notional rather than actual (for instance, a numbered and registered series 
of submission scattered through several series of files). Scott has provided 
means to show not only relationships between series, agencies and items, 
but relationships amongst them at each level — both of succession, control 
and intermixture — both ancestral (‘diachronic’) and contemporary, 
(‘structural’). The system thus has the flexibility ‘to cope with all known 
possibilities.’19

As regards physical order of records in the repository, Scott sees no need, 
having recorded all the past relations of records and agencies, to maintain 
any particular ‘juxtaposition of series on shelving.’ He is, however, 
committed to maintaining the physical integrity of record items, and to 
keeping them together in authentic series.

Scott’s approach has three elements:
physical maintenance of lower-level order, rather than physical 
record-grouping at high level
physical maintenance of final active order, rather than physical 
reconstruction of earlier orders
notional, rather than actual, reconstitution offonds

These elements will be discussed in turn.
3. Physical maintenance of lower-level order rather than physical record 
grouping at high level.

‘Essentially’, as Scott remarked, ‘the point at issue is the level of physical 
classification of records’. 20

The conventional view is that physical order is more important at the top
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than at the bottom. Few may agree with G.F. Weibull, That in the interests 
of historical research records should be grouped by subject matter within 
each fonds’,21 but there is a general presumption that ‘respect des fonds' 
takes precedence over ‘respect for original order’. According to 
Schellenberg, ‘While the principle of provenance is basic and inflexible and 
relates to a matter of the highest importance to the archival profession, the 
principle relating to the original order of records involves mainly matters of 
convenience or use.’22 Again, Duchein sees‘the logic’of respect des fondsas 
implying, ‘that sooner or later we would come to respect not only the 
external integrity of the fonds but, at least in theory, the internal integrity 
of its different parts ... today the notion of internal integrity of fonds has 
become,an integral part of the principle of respect des fonds.’23 Boles, 
likewise, thinks respect for original order ‘broadens considerably the 
cardinal principle of provenance.’24

1 shall argue — leaving aside for the present my objections to ‘respect for 
original order’— that this is to value the bathwater above the baby. I shall 
argue that the general fixation on ‘respect des fonds’ has caused an 
inversion of priorities. Like Scott, I find ‘the two cardinal principles ... in 
conflict... [and come] inevitably to the conclusion that... one should not do 
violence to the natural original structure of records and should not force 
them into a record group system into which not all series will fit and which 
for some would result in an alien framework being superimposed.’25

I shall consider, in turn, the issue of physical order at each of the three 
levels — top, middle and bottom — record-group, series and item.

3.1 The record-group level

It is generally presumed that respect for provenance requires a literal, 
physical maintenance of record groups. M uller, Feith and Fruin have a rule 
that ‘The various archival collections [ie groups] placed in a depository 
must be kept carefully separate.’26 Duchein refers to ‘a fonds d’archives in 
the sense the archivist gives this term, an infragible whole ,..’27and says, 
‘respect des fonds means to group, without mixing them with others, the 
archives (documents of every kind) created by or coming from an 
administration, establishment, person or corporate body.’28‘Provenance 
insists’, according to Boles, ‘that archivists respect a creator of a body of 
documents by maintaining that group of records as a distinct unit, neither 
adding to nor subtracting from the files.’29‘According to the principle of 
provenance,’ explains Schellenberg, ‘an archivist should keep each group 
and subgroup intact and treat it as an integral unit ... an archivist should 
not disperse records, from a particular group or subgroup, among subject 
or other kinds of classes.’30

‘We should not deceive ourselves’, warns Fischer, ‘that the listing of 
series on card indexes or other tables, however elaborate, is any substitute 
for the reality of the administrativestructureand physical propinquity that 
the records of a given agency once had ... archivists should contemplate
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with concern any method of arranging records that does not, so far as 
possible, ensure an enduring physical reflection of the administrative 
structure that gave rise to them.’31 And McGregor — so deceiving herself — 
nevertheless finds that ‘It goes very much against the grain for any archivist 
to abandon the concept of original order on the shelf even when that order 
is being meticulously preserved in the finding aids.’32

McGregor considers, indeed, that she is ‘open to the charge of giving 
repository management a higher priority than basic archival principles.’33 

However, the system’s principles are its true glory, and far more important 
than its narrowly practical advantages.

I shall discuss the latter before returning to the principles.
3.1.1. Abandoning record groups — the narrowly practical implications

Scott’s is a ‘case for abandonment’ of record-grouping as an obligation 
—not for its prohibition. His method renders record groups ‘superfluous’,34 

rather than impermissible. There is no demand to gratuitously break up 
consignments — still less, any support for the splitting of papers from one 
source between institutions.

Again, an institution with an irreversible commitment to record 
grouping can easily superimpose an improved context-control without 
physical rearrangement and renumbering. Roper describes how, at the 
Public Record Office, abolition of the record group is not an option, it 
having ‘become a feature of the document reference system which has been 
used and cited by several generations of scholars. It has nevertheless been 
possible to reduce the emphasis on the record group and to concentrate it 
on the series [or class] ... Successive transfers of records in a continuing 
series are now placed in the same class irrespective of their source; new 
classes are placed in the most convenient group, having regard to related 
classes; new groups are not necessarily created when a new department is 
established, if there is a convenient existing group.35 Meanwhile, the PRO’s 
Guide has begun to present notional arrangements by provenance.36 This 
accords with Fishbein’s suggestion that record-groupers might follow 
Scott to the extent of developing ‘an auxiliary control based on names of 
key persons and agencies [with] Name indexes ... prepared from detailed 
series entries that list all custodians, as well as the names of other persons 
and agencies with which the records deal importantly.’37

Fishbein’s main reservation about Scott’s proposal was that it seemed to 
demand description of records at a relatively detailed level at the outset, 
whereas record groups ‘provide a major unit of arrangement and 
description for ... [a] rapidly increasing volume of holdings ...\38 In this he 
appears to agree with Schellenberg that an archivist ‘should definitely 
forego the detailed description of individual record items until he has 
provided a comprehensive description of his holdings.’39

However, Scott’s method does not, in fact, call for an initial focus on the
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item level. Nor does it preclude provisional registration of records en masse 
to provide ‘an interim solution’.40

Fishbein may also share Schellenberg’s perception, after Ellen Jackson, 
that ‘ “It is worse than useless — it is extremely dangerous — to try to 
arrange any portion of a collection without a considerable familiarity with 
the whole.” ’41 Scott’s abandonment of the attempt to create a physical 
‘whole’, however, does not lessen his early and pre-eminent concern to 
develop such a familiarity — it being expressed in his context-control 
system. Again, there is not so much a progression from the general to the 
particular as a two-way interaction, and this may be helped by an initial 
focus at the middle, or series, level. Nor is there any implication, in Scott’s 
approach, of irreversible commitment to a particular detailed arrangement 
before one has got the general picture.

Indeed, the system permits a maximum degree of suspension of 
judgement — recording what one knows of fragments and allowing a 
pattern to emerge. ‘Simple consecutive numerical control of series allows 
flexibility in processing because series may be registered and numbered 
before their administrative context ... is fully determined.’42 The record- 
grouper, on the other hand, is constantly concerned that ‘once the series 
numbers are allotted an additional series that is accessioned cannot be 
inserted readily in its logical position. One must therefore become 
reconciled to either disorder or a general renumbering.’43

McGregor describes such a dilemma at the Queensland State Achives, 
where ‘it proved impossible to predict accurately just what volume of 
records would be transferred from any given department. So [they] were 
constantly faced with the problem of reshelving if the records were to be 
kept in their proper order. In fact [they] tended to use space allocated for 
other departments to avoid large-scale reshelving. As the quantity of 
records under the control of the archives increased, some records had to be 
stored in other buildings in the city. The attempt to use the classification 
system as a location order gradually broke down completely.44 And while 
Schellenberg suggests that ‘the order in which series within a group or 
subgroup are placed has little effect on their evident value’,45 this is neither 
the general view, nor a complete solution of the record-grouper’s 
unnecessary problem.

Using the series as the highest level of physical aggregation, one avoids 
that paralysis of‘final processing and numbering ... postponed indefinitely 
to await the likelihood of an additional series being discovered’46 - the 
sort of paralysis found in France where ‘the archival treatment of 
documents [did] not [in 1977] go beyond 10 July 1940 ... All documents 
later than 10 July 1940 receive[d] only provisional treatment.’47 Compare 
the Australian Archives which in 1977 was registering series up to 1970.

There is also less difficulty, using Scott’s system, about the segregation, 
for various good reasons — of control records; of consignments of records
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all due for destruction at the same time; of security-classified records; of 
maps, films (including nitrate film) and tapes. While such exceptions were 
endorsed by Muller, Feith and Fruin,48 they clearly violate the principle of 
physical record-grouping according to provenance.

Scott’s approach removes the rigid nexus between context-control and 
repository management — to the great benefit of both. The control system 
becomes a flexible device for the identification of series in terms of both 
their immediate and ultimate origins, and their relations to other series. 
The repository manager is freed to locate series with regard to physical 
characteristics and repository constraints, without gratuitous dictation 
from the registration and description branch. The two independent systems 
are linked through a register in which the location of each series is recorded 
alongside its number. Changes in location, or revisions of series 
registrations involving changes of series numbers, are accommodated by 
amending this register. It is not necessary to do consequential 
renumberings and relocations far beyond the immediate sphere of revision.

It is not true, however, as Fischer claims, that Scott seeks ‘to deny the 
reality of the situation merely in the interests of current repository 
management.’49 The serving of those interests is quite incidental. ‘If, as a by 
product, one may achieve more efficient repository management, then so 
much the better, but in no sense is “provenance ... secondary to repository 
convenience”.’50

Indeed, it is really Fischer who is denying the reality of the situation.
3.2 Lower-level order — lip service and reality

As one descends to lower levels, notional recording of arrangement 
becomes increasingly impractical. Indeed, at the item level it is an absurd 
proposition.

Again, the lower the level, the more difficult it is to re-establish relations 
of agencies, series, items and documents, once physical arrangement has 
been lost. While the contents of documents will generally betray their 
provenance, and file numbers may enable one to reconstruct series, 
reassembling dismembered files is usually impossible.

I shall comment on the series level, then deal with item level, then look at 
the approach to both — that it, to ‘respect for original order’— by a patent 
heretic (Boles) and two champions of orthodoxy (Duchein and 
Schellenberg). I shall show that the views of the orthodox are very similar 
to those of the heretic, in that all three qualify their commitment to the 
physical integrity of records precisely where it matters most.
3.2.1 Series level

The physical preservation of series facilitates maximum retrieval with 
minimum effort. Changing file numbers, or failing to keep files in their 
original sequence, will render useless the contemporary cross-references on
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documents, and original indexes and registers. Scott’s awareness of this is 
evident in the attention he gives to the correlation of related series, and to 
the understanding and explanation of the creators’systems so that they can 
be exploited by later users.

However, the term ‘series system’ is somewhat misleading, in that Scott’s 
approach to series is relatively conventional. He is really at odds with the 
orthodox at the extreme levels of record order. At the upper extreme, he 
rejects their insistence on physical arrangement as the way to respect 
provenance. At the middle level, he meets them travelling in the opposite 
direction. At the bottom, he is genuine — where they are not — about 
preserving items intact.
3.2.2 Item level

The importance of the arrangement of documents within items inspired 
Jenkinson to make an ‘absolute Rule that no original filing or binding may 
be interfered with in any wav. 51

‘Separation for one reason or another of documents that have been 
preserved together is so common an error, and so fatal,’warned Jenkinson 
—‘ ... as a general rule it is only some lucky chance, which has made it 
possible to put the error right, which reveals even the existence of these 
mistakes; the vast majority of documents so mishandled are from the very 
circumstances of the mishandling lost to view.’52

Others are not quite so strong — and often also vague about the level of 
order which concerns them most. Fischer considers it ‘obviously 
impossible to split bound volumes except by acts of archival vandalism.’53 

Muller, Feith and Fruin think it ‘By far the worst objection ... [to] ... 
breaking up ... dossiers [that] the natural relation of the documents is 
destroyed.’54 Duchein acknowledges ‘the value ... theoretical and practical, 
of the respect of the structure of fonds...'^ and says ‘we would be wrong’1 to 
stop making the principle of structure an archival rule of the same 
importance as the principle of provenance.’56Schellenberg warns that ‘each 
single item torn from its context is likely to lose some of its meaning’57 — 
that the ‘content of individual documents that are the product of activity 
can be fully understood only in context with other documents that relate to 
the same activity.’58 Even Boles concedes —albeit in a paper entitled 
‘Disrespecting original order’ — ‘that the ordering imposed upon 
documents by the creator has evidential value.’59

3.2.3 Boles’ heretical disrespect for item-level order
Boles is representative of a school of archivists who react against ‘respect 

for original order’ in favour of subject-grouping. Others are F.M. Miller60 

and G.F. Weibull.
Boles’ ‘disrespect’ is based on a view of ‘evidential value’ as confined to 

‘reveal[ing] information about the character and organisation of the
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creator independent of the documents’ content.’61 He does not 
acknowledge that the significance of documents may only be apparent 
from their original juxtaposition or cross-reference. He distinguishes two 
sorts of evidential value — that of documentsand that of their filing — and 
considers the former to be greater than the latter, and not to some degree 
dependent upon it. He concludes that ‘when a filing scheme imposed on 
documents by their creator proves unworkable it becomes legitimate for 
the archivist to destroy the original order insofar as it is necessary to insure 
that the evidentially superior documents may be successfully used.’62 He 
apparently agrees with Miller that ‘It should be possible for us to retain the 
general divisions mandated by provenance, put less emphasis on lower 
levels of physical arrangement, and recognise that our major responsibility 
is to provide information.’63

Boles appeals to Schellenberg’s statement that the archivist ‘should have 
no compunction about rearranging series in relation to each other or single 
record items within them if by so doing he can make the records more 
intelligible and more serviceable.’64 Schellenberg, however, refers quite 
specifically to middle-order, whereas Boles singles out the lowest level as 
the most appropriate for his permissive approach.

Boles also claims that section 16 of Muller, Feith and Fruin ‘is primarily 
concerned with arrangement at the record group level’65 in its call for 
‘arrangement ... based on the original organisation of the archival 
collection \66 ‘Below the record group level,’according to Boles, the three 
‘become ever more liberal in allowing the archivist to vary the documents’ 
original order.’67 However, the passages which Boles quotes are 
misconstrued.

Boles makes much, on the one hand, of the trio’s commitment to ‘re 
establish’ original order only ‘as far as possible’.68 He goes rather further, 
himself — as also do Schellenberg69 and Powell70 (and I) in urging 
imposition — rather than reconstruction — ‘if there is no order’.71 It is 
beside the point, however, in a discussion of ‘the principle of original 
order', to bring up the case of ‘those papers lacking all order, either 
originally or due to hopeless confusion.’72 As Hurley observes, ‘There are 
no grounds for rejecting a valid principle simply because it fails to apply in 
particular instances .. original order (where it can he discerned) ought not 
to be abandoned ...Vi Nor is it difficult to distinguish disorder from order, 
given care and experience. Nor is it true, as Powell suggests, that persons 
who respect disorder are ‘Faithfully following Jenkinson’74 — who 
countenanced the imposition of order in such cases — albeit very 
guardedly.75

Boles’ other passage from Muller, Feith and Fruin is also beside the 
point — being their recognition that an archivist may legitimately demolish 
the order imposed by a previous archivist.76 Our concern is with the 
preservation, in Boles’ words, of ‘the ordering of documents by their
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creator’, ‘the creator’s ordering."77 We are to distinguish, following 
Jenkinson, between ‘altering ... the arrangements undoubtedly due to an 
Archivist, [one’s] ‘predecessor’, — acceptable — and ‘the alteration of 
anything done by the original administrator, the person or body who 
compiled the Archives’, — not acceptable.78 Again, Schellenberg observes 
that the archivist ‘should have no compunction about rearranging items 
within an artificial collection’.79

The sorts of archival imposition which Muller, Feith and Fruin consider 
‘not only may but positively must be modified180 would include, 
presumably, the products of such errors as they deplore viz ‘forcing the 
archival collection into an alien mold’ — into a ‘system [which] accepts 
headings foreign to the archival collection and its organisation’;81 
‘breaking] up any series of letters received by a single administrative body 
on the most diverse subjects in order to make up a bundle of documents 
relating to one particular matter"82; and imagining that this sort of 
interference will be helpful to the researcher, when it is just as likely to 
‘[turn] him aside from the right path’ or to result in his ‘not be[ing] able 
without a complicated search to discover where the letters and other 
documents belonging with ... minutes are kept’.83

So much for any suggestion that Muller, Feith and Fruin support Boles’ 
argument for a principle of‘useability’. Rather, they are in strong reaction 
against earlier versions of the same thing — especially in France, where 
archives had ‘been torn away from their original connection and mixed 
together’, this being ‘very generally regretted even in France itself.’84 
Duchein regrets it, complaining that prior to 1841, ‘the archival document 
was considered to possess an interest by itself, independent of its context

’ 85

Duchein might thus recognise in Boles, rather than in Scott,‘the scarcely 
touched-up face of the old system ..A86 Indeed, he might rather find it in his 
own thinking.

3.2.4 The orthodox disrespect of Duchein and Schellenberg

We have noted respectful statements by Duchein and Schellenberg 
regarding low-level order. In the end, however, it is difficult to distinguish 
their position from those of Boles and the precursors of Natalis de Wailly.

Jenkinson directed us ‘to establish or re-establish the original 
arrangement; even if, when we look at it, we thank we could have done 
better ourselves."87 For Duchein, however, ‘respect [for the internal 
structure of fonds] does not ... constitute an obligation if the arrangement 
practised by the agency is overly defective or inconvenient for research.’88 
And he finds much that is defective in modern record-keeping, to the extent 
that he concludes ‘it would be deceptive and dangerous to try to adopt 
systematically the arrangement given by the creating agency as the archival 
arrangement.89 He therefore puts numerous conditions on his respect for
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low-level order. ‘If all these conditions are not fulfilled, [he] considers[s] it 
necessary to stop following the arrangement given by the creating agency, 
and proceed as if thefonds had not been arranged before coming into the 
care of the archivist.190

Schellenberg, too, believes that ‘In most modern filing systems, the 
original order given record items contributes little to an understanding of 
organic activity, and an archivist should therefore preserve the order only if 
it is useful.191 Systems in which ‘individual record items may be arranged 
alphabetically, chronologically, numerically, or by subject, or under a 
combination of these [What is left? CVS] ... From an archivist’s point of 
view, most[ly] ... are notoriously bad, because they do not show how 
records were accumulated in relation to the activities to which they 
pertain.192

It is difficult, having a Jenkinsonian conception of archives as 
‘documents which formed part of an official transaction ,..193, to quite make 
sense of this. How can records which virtually are the organic activity fail to 
contribute to its understanding, through their arrangement as well as their 
content? Again, even if one interprets Schellenberg as referring to series- 
level only (which is difficult) one has to wonder at his readiness to sacrifice 
ready-made retrieval systems, given his rejection of rearrangement of 
records into subject categories partly on the basis that it cannot be done 
‘without infinitely complicating the task of the archivist.194

Nor does it help, that Schellenberg pursues in his next paragraph the red 
herring of records found in disorder, rather than merely in an order which 
is ‘bad1 from an archivist’s point of view1. The Prussian description, quoted 
by him, of some older registry systems as being ‘without system, foolish and 
impractical195 muddles the issues further.

Duchein’s argument is generally similar to Schellenberg’s. He rejects, as 
unworthy of preservation, any arrangement ‘carried out according to 
principles foreign to archival methods and closer to the arrangement of 
libraries of research centres (decimal classification, classification by 
subject, and so on)...1.96 He also explains the greater regard of German 
archivists for low-level order, as merely reflecting the better order of 
German records, and complains that French systems ‘six out of ten times 
are not of significant value and three out of ten times are catastrophic from 
an archives point of view.197

These statements betray a perception of archiving quite foreign to 
Jenkinson’s. There is an inversion of professional conscience, Duchein 
finding it ‘tempting for the archivist to keep whatever arrangement was 
given to the documents by the agency...1,98 where Jenkinson warned us to 
put aside thoughts that ’we could have done better ourselves.199 One sees, 
indeed, in Duchein, ‘the scarcely touched-up face of the old system...’100 — 
the old impository systemising.
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Duchein and Schellenberg see the archivist as being in the same business 
as managers of current records, to the extent that he should sit in 
judgement on their work, and remedy its deficiencies. They do not see all 
record-making systems as by definition non-archival, and the archivist as 
nevertheless obliged to accept them as given. Again, for Duchein — if not 
perhaps for Schellenberg, the distinction between undoing the work of a 
previous archivist, and undoing the work of the record-creator, is 
meaningless. He does not recognise the significance of records becoming 
inactive — that one may rearrange them during their active life, but not 
after they become inactive. Duchein, in short, does not accept that what we 
ought ultimately to respect, physically, at the lower levels, is th t final active 
order.
Editors Note: Parts 4-6 of this article will appear in the next issue of 
Archives and Manuscripts.
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